New accessories designed by Roberta Tosolini complete the
Abimis story, adding functionality
Abimis has added the new A_ccessori range to its catalogue, further increasing the
functionality and customisation possibilities offered by its kitchens. Created by designer
Roberta Tosolini, this new range of accessories has been designed by following the company’s
three main guidelines: interaction between design and craftsmanship together with the desire
to bring the efficiency of professional solutions into the home.
To optimise and simplify time spent in the kitchen, Abimis has introduced a new range of
accessories that combine elegance and functionality without neglecting the technological
aspect which, when combined with tradition, allows us to achieve and improve ergonomics in
the kitchen. The past and the future come together to optimise efficiency, supported by
objects that add new meaning to existing products traditionally dedicated to the culture of
food.
The idea of introducing accessories is the perfect next step along the path that the company
has paved for itself – a path that has made Abimis kitchens so unique: in fact, the new objects
allow you to customise how spaces are organised, meeting each individual’s different needs,
also in terms of streamlining. The new range has been designed to improve layouts by using
modular objects that are stackable and have various uses, adding freedom to manage spaces
by meeting everyone's needs. The pursuit of great aesthetics also remains key in order to
complete Abimis designs: simple and linear attention to detail creates uniformity and
strengthens the company's story, remaining loyal to its identity.
Thanks to the addition of these unprecedented accessories, every action in the kitchen is
simplified: in fact, it will become easier to tidy, store, display, cut and serve, all thanks to
solutions that adapt to each person’s creativity in a simple and dynamic way.
To remain loyal to its style, Abimis shall continue to use stainless steel, combining it with
impressive “new entry” materials such as wood and borosilicate glass.
A_posto
This is the innovative system that makes it easier to organise the inside of drawers. Its
structure is designed to create storage space depending on people’s different requirements.
The A_posto system is made from beech wood and completed by stainless steel splitters that
allow you to place all kinds of cutlery or kitchen utensils in your preferred position, or to store
your A_romi spice jars. All organisation and customisation choices can be changed on an
ongoing basis. A_posto is also available in a knife holder version.
A_cqua
A carafe made from borosilicate glass, a material that can withstand changes in temperature,
making it ideal to cool and serve water, preserving its freshness and flavour. The lines that
define the shape of A_cqua are synthetic and are enriched by the silhouette of the grip that
brings to mind the A of Abimis.
A_fette
A system made up of two stackable chopping boards made from beech wood, designed to fulfil
and complete various functions. The A_fette 1 chopping board is designed to perfectly hold a
Gastronorm baking tray and to optimise chopping and cooking to the greatest extent
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possible. In fact, it allows you to cut, mince and place ingredients on the baking tray in an easy
and fluid way. To further improve comfort of use, the chopping board can rest against the
edge of the sink in order to simplify the process of washing and cutting food.
A_fette2 is a practical chopping board for bread and is also made from beech wood. It is
characterised by a grill that allows crumbs to fall directly into the collection tray, which is
extremely easy to remove and clean. To make best use of space, these chopping boards fit
inside each other when not in use and are perfectly stackable.
A_ggiungi
These are the perfect containers to store supplies. They are also made from borosilicate glass,
just like their “sister”, A_cqua - a material that is particularly well-suited to storing and
preserving food. They have wooden lids and are available in the following size: H 14 cm,
diameter 10 cm.
A_romi
Designed to store all kinds of spices and aromas, these jars are made from borosilicate glass
and their size corresponds to the grooves in the A_posto drawer accessory, making it easier to
store them and keep the kitchen nice and tidy. Elegant and functional, they have beech wood
lids.
A_ttacco
This system is based on a series of magnets being attached to part of the kitchen wall, giving
you freedom to define the spaces depending on your needs and allowing you to always have
knives and utensils “at your fingertips”.
A_ggancio
Hooks designed to hang all non-metal accessories, allowing them to be displayed and
organised along the kitchen wall.
A_ppoggio
Bookshelf or IPad holder, ideal also for the A_romi spice jars.
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